Katherine Stinson’s
Flights in Canada

At the point that aviatrice Katherine Stinson ventured north of the 49th
parallel to do demonstration flying in Canada in 1916, she was recognized
as the world’s leading female aviator. Her pioneering air mail flight in the
summer of 1918 was the dominion’s second-only such aerial conveyance.

The irrepressible smile! The feminine attire! The hankie she often held in
her hand when in the public eye! These signature Katherine Stinson traits
are front and centre in the title page MADE IN CANADA postcard.

Miss Stinson • The Lady Aviator • Arrives At Camp Hughes •
After Flying From Brandon Fair • – July 22nd 1916 –

In the upper postcard mailed from Brandon on August 31 1916, Katherine
is referred to as a girl although she was in her mid-twenties! It was a very
proud moment for her to be, “made relative of the Tribe as Kinyauhdiwe
(the girl who flies and returns).” She was ¼ Cherokee by birth.
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In December 1916 the aviatrice sailed to Japan for a five-month series of
demonstration flights. Below, an open-top automobile is carrying her past
a crowd of well-wishers. “Miss Stins” is painted on the hood of the auto,
the error most likely resulting from difficulty encountered in spelling her
name phonetically—the on in Stinson being all but mute when spoken!

The caption reads, “American Queen of the Sky Miss Stinson in an auto, showing her appreciation
to onlookers.” All postcards created in Japan during this period display the phrase yubin hakaki
(post card) written from right to left along the right-hand edge of the card’s message/address side.

Japanese women were delighted she excelled in a field previously viewed
as the exclusive domain of male pilots. Her signature, written in Japanese
Katakana, is prominent on the message/address side of the lower card.
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These uncaptioned postcards were created from photographs taken at
Calgary’s Industrial Exhibition grounds in early July 1917. For the second
straight year the flyer had crossed into Canada by rail with her biplane
to take part in the country’s summer fair circuit.

July 1917, Calgary

The Partridge-Keller aircraft in these scenes is the same plane she piloted
the previous year. In a letter sent to one of her Canadian fans, Mr. Stead,
mention is made of, “waiting for a new plane to be finished” in Buffalo—
the Curtiss Special. As well, she thanked him for pictures he had sent her.
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Dear Mr Stead : –

Hotel Statler
Buffalo

Aug 8 1917

The snap shot(s) just reached me here & are good especially of the
Bear. Am enclosing one made in Grand Forks. He was getting along until
he got to Chicago & I had nowhere to keep him. Now he is in the zoo for
a couple of weeks.
Yes I had–not an accident–but stood the plane up on its nose but
nothing hurt. We turned it over on its wheels again & all was well again.
Am here waiting for a new plane to be finished–was to be ready for
the 15th but Govt. orders came before mine of course so will be about a
week before I can fly, but look out then.
Was so sorry to hear of Regina’s fire but glad everyone got out
alright. There were no deaths I hear. Thanks for the pictures.
Yours Sincerely
Katherine Stinson
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Captioned “The Mascot (a bear cub)”—
this snap shot taken by Stead is one of
several he mounted in his album,
including the photo below and the
photo at the top of the next page.
The aviatrice is standing at the near side
of the automobile, her white shoe only
just visible on the auto’s running board.
Edmonton’s exhibition grandstand is
in the background.

Tethered by a leash, the bear cub is
being comforted by fancily-dressed
Katherine. Her business manager is
kneeling at the right and is taking
pleasure in watching the scene.
The snap shots that Stead mailed
to Katherine quite possibly were
duplicates of the photos here, or
others he had placed in his album.
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Pictured at the left–the cub busily
eating; at the right–the flyer and
her Partridge-Keller biplane.
“1916” in the white-ink caption is
no doubt a reference to the year
that Stinson first flew in Canada.
Enlarging the image of the auto’s
license plate reveals the year the
photos were taken—1917.

The photo Stinson sent to Stead—“Am enclosing one made in Grand Forks”—
was actually a picture postcard (above)! The biplane is a Kuhl-Baysdorfer
she borrowed and flew while her Partridge-Keller was undergoing repairs.
Earlier, the P-K had caught fire from a faulty smoke flare. Mounted on the
lower wing of the K-B, a smoke flare is in full view.
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On July 9 1918 the enterprising aviatrice flew from Calgary to Edmonton
in her Curtiss Special, with a mailbag containing a reported 259 letters—
western Canada’s first aerial mail as well as first flight between two urban
centres in the west. An Edmonton Bulletin reporter described in glowing
terms her arrival at the northern city:
“Here she comes!” shouted a thousand voices, and many times
that number of necks were craned upwards, and twice as many
again of eyes stared into the grey-blue depths of the southern sky.
Far away, looking like some great bird, but approaching with the
speed and steadiness which differentiated it from any bird, was
what at first was little more than a mere speck in the heavens.
As it drew near it assumed the familiar shape of an aeroplane.
Then the outstretched wings of a biplane was discernable and the
up-curling rudder, marked with a big red cross.
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A box of complimentary passes located on the biplane’s fuselage in front
of the pilot was later shifted into the cockpit. The passes were jettisoned
above the settlements all along the route to Edmonton. Anyone finding a
pass was entitled to free entrance to the northern city's exhibition and
agricultural fair.

Miss Stinson Ready To Leave With First Aerial Service Mail

Several identifiable markings on the aircraft are clearly visible: the military
serial number 901 on the upper wing, Katherine’s personal logo on the
cockpit door and the biplane’s most distinctive feature—the tail section’s
Red Cross emblem.

Katherine Stinson’s personal logo
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Below, bowler-hatted Calgary Postmaster G. C. King is handing the mailbag
to pilot Stinson as Exhibition Manager E. L. Richardson looks on.

a→

b→

Special features of the Curtiss Special’s OX-5 engine system:
a. Boyce Motometer (heat indicator) in the radiator cap
b. wind-driven air-pressured wing-mounted fuel pump

Exhibition Manager W. J. Stark and Postmaster G. S. Armstrong are shown
here taking delivery of the mailbag on arrival at Edmonton.
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More than twenty covers (i.e. pieces of mail) from Stinson’s July 9 1918
flight have survived, almost all of which are now in the hands of collectors.
Five are ordinary postal envelopes; one is a folded map sealed with red
legal stickers; most of the others are folded letterheads, also sealed with
red stickers. By chance, a proof strike of the slogan cancel handstamped
on all the covers has been found in Calgary’s Glenbow Museum Archives.

courtesy of Glenbow Museum Archives

The cancel on the cover below appears to be identical to the Glenbow
proof strike. Examination of the 3-cent Admiral postage stamp however
brings to light a major problem; the stamp was first in circulation in 1923,
five years after the aviatrice’s Calgary to Edmonton inaugural flight!

Is the envelope a forgery displaying a “faked cancellation” as assessed by
one of Canada’s premier philatelic expertisation authorities? Surprisingly,
careful scrutiny of this and other covers suggests more likely scenarios!
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An inscription handstamped in fine maroon lettering is found on the inside
of the window envelope’s front pane, directly above the window:
Fred Jarrett
Box 214
Toronto, Can

It is thereby assumed that the envelope is the ‘handiwork’ of Fred Jarrett,
“The Doyen of Canadian Philatelists” as named in Canada’s Postal Museum
located in Ottawa. He received the Order of Canada in 1974, the first time
the award was granted for significant achievement in philately.

July 9 1918 slogan cancel scans

A slogan cancel flaw common to the July 9 1918 flown covers is seen in these
scans. The only plausible explanation is that there was an imperfection in
the handstamp—a notch in the rubber.

In each of the above scans the area under letter B is of particular interest,
revealing a minute gap located in the lower border of the slogan cancel.
Arrows pinpoint the border gap both in the Glenbow Archives proof strike
(upper right) and window envelope cancel (lower right). It is clear that all
of these cancellations were applied with the same handstamp.
The original postage stamp possibly became unattached and several years
later was replaced with the 3-cent Admiral. If so, fresh ink work applied at
the upper right-hand corner of the slogan cancel allowed the envelope to
be ‘reclaimed for philately’—the honest intent of the handiwork borne out
by Jarrett’s personal handstamp and the use of a later-period postage
stamp. It is also possible that this business envelope was flown stampless
and years later received the 3-cent Admiral and Aeroplane Mail Service
handstamp as certification that it had been aboard the inaugural flight.
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At Lethbridge’s July 29-30 1918 fair and stampede Katherine posed for
a photo with the rodeo champion roper. She is named “THE BIRDGIRL”
in the upper postcard’s faded white-ink caption. At barely five foot three
and just a tad over 100 pounds, she was bird-like! And she of course had
something else in common with the birds—the ability to fly!

The lower Lethbridge scene—“KATHERINE STINSON GOING UP”—presents
a near-perfect side view of the Curtiss Special. In truth, the biplane was
rather ungainly, having been constructed in Curtiss’s Buffalo plant with an
assortment of parts from other aircraft. A greenhorn reporter at one of
the circuit shows described it as, “a strange sprawling bird-shaped thing!”
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The flyer’s final flight in Canada was at
Peterboro, on September 13 1918.
During her stay in that city she talked
to the local press about San Antonio’s
Stinson Aviation School:
“We have Canadians with us learning
to fly, until at the present time we have
seventy Canadians as well as hundreds
of American graduates of our school
at the war front.”

That fall, the aviatrice put her flying career on hold and sailed to Europe
to drive a Red Cross ambulance. She did not do any flying while overseas.
Shortly after war’s end she returned home, having contracted influenza
that later developed into TB. Never again was she to pilot an aircraft!
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The addressee of the envelope immediately below arranged for famous
persons to sign his first flight covers. This cover is one of the more than
100 000 pieces of inaugural NWT air mail flown the final month of 1929.
Mackenzie King was the Prime Minister. Katherine Stinson was no doubt
also asked to sign given that she flew the first air mail in western Canada.

A Calgary→Edmonton re-enactment flight was carried out on July 9 2006
in conjunction with the unveiling of a static replica of the Curtiss Special.
Many of the letters flown such as the one below were letterheads sealed
with red stickers, as had also been the case with Stinson’s inaugural flight.
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---

– carried outside the mailbag, signed by the pilot and a Canada Post official –

The re-enactment flight was sponsored by
the CAS (Canadian Aerophilatelic Society);
the Curtiss Special replica/unveiling project
was an Alberta Aviation Museum initiative.
_____________________________________________________________________

Aviation history buffs may be interested in a more detailed study of the aviatrice’s
flights on the Canadian fair circuit, also titled Katherine Stinson’s Flights in Canada
[130 pages, 30 000 words, 120 pictorial items: photographs, personal letters, vintage
postcards, pioneer air mail covers and related memorabilia]. Special attention is paid
to her July 9 1918 air mail flight. More than 20 surviving covers from the flight are
displayed. (The study is available on DVD, flash drive or via a URL link; the pictorials
can also be provided as a standalone group of high-resolution scans.)
A photo essay titled Birdboy and Birdgirl in Japan explores the demonstration flights
performed in Japan by birdgirl Katherine Stinson and birdboy Art Smith in 1916/17
[88 pages, 9 500 words, 100 vintage Japanese postcards]. The storyline is linked to
scenes in the picture postcards. Captions and cachets are translated. (Availability is
as stated above for the Katherine Stinson’s Flights in Canada study.)
For further details email CalderRiver@hotmail.com.
Aviators • Aerophilately • Aircraft
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